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For centuries, Bohemia, a part of the Czech 
Republic, has been known for its crystal. It was 
here where the art of crystal cutting was perfected. 
Today, Preciosa is known worldwide for its unique 
PRECIOSA®Hi-Pure Crystal™ technology. Our 
crystal products possess extraordinary optical and 
aesthetic characteristics. I am honoured that, based 
on our long history and tradition, we can continue 
to inspire you through our PRECIOSA IN Label 
Program.

Communicating quality and value is a challenge for 
any designer, manufacturer or brand. That is why we 
developed the PRECIOSA IN Label Program. With 
it you can clearly and unequivocally distinguish your 
name and brand in today’s marketplace. As a Partner 
you gain access to a carefully developed system of 
marketing materials. We work with you to create, 
for example, tailored POS materials and marketing 
events designed to help you stand out amongst your 
competitors.

The Label Program gives your products a double-
edged sword at the retail, end-consumer level as well. 
Your designs will sparkle brighter and better and the 
PRECIOSA Crystal Components label provides a 
guarantee to your customers that they are purchasing 
the finest and best Czech crystal available on the 
market. 

If you’re still not convinced, browse through the 
pages in this edition of CRYSTAL BAR and see for 
yourself. Be a cut above the rest – and be inspired by 
the extraordinary and novel ways of incorporating 
our spectacularly brilliant PRECIOSA Crystal 
Components!

At Preciosa we are passionate about design and proud 
that our products provide inspiration to top fashion 
designers worldwide. Now we are excited to show you 
the results with our first edition of the CRYSTAL 
BAR, a magazine that showcases top crystal fashion 
design from the PRECIOSA IN Label Program. 
In this copy we bring you the latest creations of our 
PRECIOSA Design Partners from around the world. 
We also have more in-depth features of several of them, 
including Jesper Høvring and SORAPOL.

Becoming a Partner in the PRECIOSA IN Program 
can bring you and your products international market 
recognition as well. Not only does the program provide 
benefits in terms of marketing, advertising, and top 
class events, amongst others, but (as you can see!) it 
also brings together the fashion elite whose underlying 
principle is a dedication to creating only the best – 
with only the best. 

Enjoy the creative inspiration of our fashion design 
partners on the following pages – and join the 
exclusive ranks of those using the distinct PRECIOSA 
Crystal Components Label!

“ “

[ PETR POLÁK ]

[ KAREL PÁRAL ]
SALES DIRECTOR, 

PRECIOSA CRYSTAL COMPONENTS

MARKETING DIRECTOR, 
PRECIOSA CRYSTAL COMPONENTS
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[ PRECIOSA IN LABEL PROGRAM ]

Join our PRECIOSA IN Label Program, 
which we developed as a direct support 
tool for our business partners. 

The PRECIOSA IN hang tag is simple and 
easily identifiable. When they see it, your 
customers will immediately know that you 
use only the highest quality PRECIOSA 
Crystal Components in your designs.

Differentiate yourself 
from the competition 
by branding your 
products with the 
mark of traditional 
Czech crystal quality:  
PRECIOSA. 

[              ]
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The PRECIOSA IN Label program is not just 
about sales and marketing support. It’s also 
about creativity and inspiration. Through 
PRECIOSA IN you gain access to extraordinary 
and novel ways of incorporating spectacularly 
sparkling PRECIOSA Crystal Components that 
can take your designs to the next level. 

[ BE CREATIVE & INSPIRE   YOURSELF ]
You too  
can see  

your unique 
creations stand 

out brilliantly 
among the 

competition!  
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[ OUR PARTNERS IN FASHION   DESIGN ]

10 Ada Zanditon

12 The Blonds

14 Bibhu Mohapatra

16 DSI London

20 Ennyluap

22 Graciella Starling

24 Jannie Baltzer

26 Jesper Høvring

30 Jitka Klett

34 Jorge Bishoff

36 Lino Villaventura

38 Manish Arora

40 Originals By Andrea

44 Rimple & Harpreet Narula

46 Rodrigo Rosner

48 Royi Sal Co. 

50 Samuel Cirnansck

52 Sorapol

56 Tufi Duek

58 Venexiana

60 Veronika Vimpelová

62 Victor Dzenk

Through our partnerships with designers we 
are able to bring you spectacular collections 
that use PRECIOSA Crystal Components 
from the hottest haute couture runways 
around the world. With the PRECIOSA IN 
Label Program you are one step closer to 
both the hottest emerging and well-known 
established designers on the international 
fashion scene.
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“

[ ADA ZANDITON ] Ada Zanditon, born and based in London,  
is an award winning British fashion designer, 
illustrator and graduate of the London College 
of Fashion. Zanditon creates elegant sculptural 
couture, hand-constructed in East London using 
innovative materials and techniques. Zanditon 
partnered with PRECIOSA at London Fashion 
Week 2014, where she successfully launched 
her S/S 2015 Warrior Princess Collection. 
The original designs were featured in leading 
international fashion magazines, including 
Britain’s trend-setting Vogue.

I pay attention 
to every detail, 

each element, 
each stitch.  

I value working 
with PRECIOSA 

because they 
have the same 

attention to 
detail.
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Collaborating with PRECIOSA has been 
absolutely incredible, and their Crystal 
Components add excitement, sparkle 
and that over the top glamorous touch 
to everything we create! 

“

[ THE BLONDS ]

THE BLONDS believe every woman should feel glamorous 
every day. The platinum designers create one of a kind 
garments for entertainers and private clients alike, with 
collections of crystal-encrusted bodysuits, corsets, and 
lavishly embellished red carpet looks. 

In addition to being the creative minds behind some of the 
most elaborate costumes on Beyoncé’s Mrs. Carter Show 
World Tour and Miley Cyrus’ out of this world Bangerz Tour, 
The Blonds’ celebrity devotees include the biggest names 
in the entertainment business such as Madonna, Katy Perry, 
Rihanna, Jennifer Lopez, Nicki Minaj, Britney Spears, Kim 
Kardashian, Sarah Jessica Parker, and Ariana Grande. 

Each season the Blonds continue to be a favorite at New 
York Fashion Week, always producing sensational shows 
with jaw dropping looks. The Blonds chose PRECIOSA 
Crystal Components to present their S/S 2015 and F/W 
2015 collections during New York Fashion Week and the 
collaboration will continue throughout 2016!
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Bibhu Mohapatra is a New York based Indo-
American fashion designer whose collections 
consist of evening wear, luxurious furs and 
chic ready-to-wear pieces.  Since the launch 
of his eponymous label in 2009, the brand has 
expanded to a globally recognized fashion house. 
Prestigious retailers such as Bergdorf Goodman, 
Saks Fifth Avenue, and Lane Crawford all carry 
his collections.  To date, celebrities such as 
Hilary Swank, Gwyneth Paltrow, Lupita Nyong’o, 
and more have worn Bibhu’s designs.  Most 
recently he had the honour to dress the First 
Lady of the United States, Michelle Obama, upon 
her state visit to India. Bibhu Mohapatra became 
a PRECIOSA Partner during New York’s Fashion 
Week in the fall of 2014 where he showcased 
his S/S 2015 Collection.

[ BIBHU MOHAPATRA ]
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“

[ DSI LONDON ]

In the dance industry 
our dresses have to shine 
without compromise.  
We have to deliver  
perfection and exclusivity  
to each of our clients -  
so we use PRECIOSA. 
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DSI London is a well-known British label 
and producer of high fashion dresses and 
accessories for Ballroom and Latin dancers 
as well as for hit TV shows (including BBC’s 
Strictly Come Dancing) all over the world. 
DSI London is appreciated by both professional 
and amateur dancers, especially for its 
attention to detail, which gives their dresses 
a distinct edge of perfection and exclusiveness. 
For over ten years now, each DSI London design 
has exclusively been hand-decorated with 
sparkling PRECIOSA crystals and pearls.  

[ DSI LONDON ]
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Ennyluap is an American fashion brand 
created by Atlanta’s exclusive designer 
Amanda Williamson.  Her designs 
are bold, yet suitable for daily wear.  
Ennyluap shined at the September 
2013 Mercedes-Benz New York Fashion 
Week, where Williamson introduced 
the S/S 2014 Ennyluap Collection.  
Williamson chose PRECIOSA Crystal 
Components for her F/W 2014-15 
designs as well.

[ ENNYLUAP ]
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[ GRACIELLA STARLING ] Graciella Starling is one of Brazil’s foremost 
bridal accessory designers, with garlands 
and wreaths being her specialty. The 
designer combines romanticism with the 
latest fashion, creating richly adorned 
pieces with luxuriously elegant PRECIOSA 
Crystal Components and beads. For the 
daytime wedding she details her pieces with 
beautiful frosted crystal, while the night-time 
is reserved for opulently shimmering star-
studded designs. 

I can find 
everything  
I need for my 
elaborate designs 
in the PRECIOSA 
portfolio –- and 
the quality of 
the products is 
unquestionable!

“
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The Jannie Baltzer name is synonymous 
with romantic bridal accessories for modern, 
fashion-forward brides. Her love of remarkable 
vintage pieces and luxury materials makes each 
and every piece of Baltzer’s work both magical 
and unique. Jannie Baltzer headpieces and 
veils are exclusively decorated by hand with 
gorgeous PRECIOSA crystals and pearls. This 
successful designer has been using PRECIOSA 
Crystal Components since 2010, and her work 
is regularly featured in magazines like Vogue, 
Harpers Bazaar and Elle.

I have been adding 
the magical sparkle 

of PRECIOSA crystals 
and pearls to my 

creations since 2010 
and have always 

been thrilled with 
the results.

“
[ JANNIE BALTZER ]
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How would you describe your  
design style?

I am primarily a couture dress designer, making 
unique and special custom dresses for my clients.  
With each design my aim is not only to make my 
customer as beautiful and comfortable as possible, 
but to make them really shine. 

Who do you design for?

My primary target audience are women, 
approximately 25-55 years of age.  I focus my 
designs on special events such as weddings, parties, 
and official events. As a result all my dresses are 
couture and specially made with the particular 
customer in mind. 

You introduced your latest collection 
with some beautiful pieces at the 2014 
Copenhagen Fashion Week. 

Yes, the Copenhagen show surpassed all my 
expectations and I was very happy and pleased 
with the outcome. The pieces embellished with 
crystal from PRECIOSA were highly accepted 
by my peers, both here in Denmark and in the 
Middle East, and I thought the pieces magnified 
the overall result of my collection. About 70% 
of the items were made with beautiful materials 
from PRECIOSA. 

Was this your first time working with 
PRECIOSA Crystal Components – and 
would you work with them again?

Yes it was and I was very happy and satisfied 
with our collaboration – I would be pleased to 
work with you again!  I believe the quality of your 
brand and material are of a very high standard 
and my dresses and designs are represented in the 
best way when combined with your products. I’m 
sure that I will be using crystals from PRECIOSA 
on my couture designs again and I look forward 
to more cooperation in the future!

Jesper Høvring is one of the top influential 
European clothing designers on today’s 

fashion scene. Considered the ladies 
fashion trend setter in his native Denmark, 

Høvring’s couture clients include well-known 
international personalities– -- including 

members of the Danish Royal Family!   
Thanks to the mutual cooperation struck up 

at the 2013 Global Fashion Awards in London, 
PRECIOSA was able to secure an exclusive 

interview with this jet-setting designer.

[ JESPER HØVRING ]

“ “
“ “
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[ JESPER HØVRING]



Tell us what inspired your most recent 
bridal collection.

My most recent wedding dress collection is truly 
a ‘study in crystal’. I used PRECIOSA crystal 
stones because of their purity and engaging 
sophistication, which not only suits bridal design, 
but speaks to my vision of femininity, elegance 
and harmony. I used them plentifully, creating 
two different visions: one in a classical European 
style, the other according to the more elaborate 
Arabic traditions.  

Have you used crystal components 
in the past?

I am using crystal more and more since my 2014 
Art Fashion Show, where PRECIOSA was our 
partner. I love to use clear and elegant motifs 
in my designs, both in my jewellery and fashion 
designs, and crystal lends itself well to this. The 
designs I created were a hit at all three venues – 
in my native Slovakia, in Prague, as well as at the 
Emirates Palace in Abu Dhabi. 

What accounts for your success in such 
different regions of the world?

Combining art and fashion is natural for me 
and it brings me immense joy. I think this comes 
out in my creations and accounts for my success 
both with my clients and fans. It might also be 
the reason why I have gained such notice in the 
Middle East, where art, especially from Europe, 
is very popular and in demand.

Do you plan to use crystal components 
in your future collections? 

Definitely! My latest creations are designs in 
the haute couture style and all of them will 
be hand-sewn using PRECIOSA Crystal 
Components. The collection will be presented 
in at least eight countries as the interest in my 
work is, thankfully, really great.

Why PRECIOSA? 

I consider myself a strong “patriot” and I am 
proud to work with components from a Czech 
company with such a long glass tradition, without 
having to use Swarovski crystals as do some other 
fashion designers. PRECIOSA has such a wide 
selection and I am happy to be connected with 
a company which benefits from hundreds of years 
of quality glassmaking in Bohemia.

Fashion designer Jitka 
Klett loves to make women 
shine.  Whether it is a 
luxurious evening dress or 
an elaborately sparkling 
wedding gown, Jitka’s star 
continues to rise.  We met 
up with the young Slovak 
designer at her rococo 
studio in the heart of 
Prague, where she creates 
her magical designs.

[ JITKA KLETT  ]

“ “ “

“

“
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[ JITKA  KLETT ]
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[ JORGE BISHOFF ]
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Jorge Bischoff, who hails from the Rio Grande do Sul region 
in Brazil, followed the roots and traditions of his hometown 
to become a ladies footwear designer. He won over the 
hearts of the international fashion community with his 
creativity, passion and sophistication when he created his 
glamorous Concept by Jorge Bischoff line. Bischoff brings 
impeccable attention to detail and feminine elegance to his 
designs, which is why he teamed up with PRECIOSA for the 
Winter 2015/2016 season. His collection was themed after 
singer John Coltrane’s A Love Supreme and featured high 
shoes, stylized sandals and long boots with intricate rich 
detailing made with PRECIOSA Crystal Components. 



[ LINO VILLAVENTURA ]
Lino Villaventura is one of Brazil’s most 
accomplished fashion designers. His 
fashion shows are among those most 
anticipated during São Paulo Fashion 
Week and always include original 
creations, prepared with sophisticated 
fabrics that are richly embroidered with 
sparkling PRECIOSA Crystal Components. 
The partnership between PRECIOSA and 
the fashion designer began in 2010 and 
gains strength with each new season.

I started 
working with 

PRECIOSA five 
years ago and 

have never 
looked back. 
They are the 

kings of sparkle!

“
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The Indian fashion designer Manish Arora has 
been astounding the global fashion industry 
with his vibrant colours and unconventional 
silhouettes. His most recent Fall/Winter 
2015-16 Collection, inspired by the well-known 
TV series The Game of Thrones, revealed 
the modern warrior woman emboldened with 
primitive wolf, dragon and owl motifs in the 
shape of skeletons, skulls and sharp metal 
details. The versatile designer embellished 
his collection with pops of embroidered colour 
using PRECIOSA Crystal Components.

Adding crystal 
makes a design 
pop, making it 
shimmer and 
shine with life. 
Working with 
PRECIOSA gives 
me that option.

“
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Andrea, I suspect you feel the same way 
about the Canadian wilderness?

Nature here is incredible and always changing.  
You wake up and you expect to see the same image 
that you saw the previous morning. But every 
morning surprises you. There’s a fog, or a beautiful 
ray of sun coming through fall leaves. It’s always 
a different ambience. Trying to capture this in 
my jewellery is exciting for me. For this exhibit, 
for example, I drew on the ice and snow in the 
Arctic, the golden wheat fields of the Prairies, 
the lush green mountains of British Columbia 
to create my collection. I combined natural 
semi-precious stones with the perfect crystal made 
by human hands – the MC Chaton MAXIMA 
by Preciosa.

Yet this exhibit goes beyond nature. – 
Both you and Edward have paid tribute 
to the nation as well.

Yes. It’s about their own people. Their history.  
The meaning of even the small maple leaf, flying 
through the air in the fall. We are so happy 
to be living here and to be able to show how 
magnificent the country is through our art.

[                          ]

Andrea Kopalska, left, and Edward Ambros

What inspired this exhibit and the 
collaboration with your husband?

This (exhibit) was something that was very close 
to my heart. We always loved Canada and I 
always enjoyed travelling here while searching for 
new stones. And after 15 years in Canada, this 
was a great event for us – to put the work of all 
those years together and present it to the public.  

And Edward, what about you, what 
inspired you for this exhibit?

I love nature and the Canadian wilderness is 
spectacular. That all creates an impact on you. 
In some way, you’re trying to reflect (the Rockies 
to the Prairies) in your work.

In the spring of 2014 the Canadian-Slovak 
couple Andrea Kolpaska and Edward 
Ambros joined forces with PRECIOSA to 
create a spectacular display featuring 
the Canadian wilderness.  
The Land and Spirit exhibit, which 
matched Andrea’s striking signature 
jewellery with Edward’s spectacular 
landscape paintings, had its debut at the 
Slovak Embassy in Ottawa, Canada. 

ANDREA KOLPASKA  
& EDWARD AMBROS

“

“ “
“

 The deep hues of red and gold of Edward Ambros‘ painting, Ontario and Canadian Maple, are mirrored in Andrea Kolpaska’s whimsical pieces.
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Andrea Kolpaska, acclaimed jewellery 
designer, who immigrated to Canada from 
the Czech Republic in 1999, started her 
own company called Originals by Andrea 
several years ago. Edward Ambros who 
came to Canada in 1968 from the Czech 
Republic, is a featured artist at Koyman 
Galleries and has pieces in numerous 
galleries as well as corporate and private 
collections across North America.

[  
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The designers behind the Indian Narula 
label, Rimple and Harpreet Narula love 
to deliver something singular, elegant 
yet experimental, and above all dramatic.  
With flagship stores in their homeland 
(Delhi and Ludhiana), Narula also sells its 
luxury-kitsch-meets-haute-couture in Dubai, 
London and Hong Kong.  Narula partnered 

up with PRECIOSA for the first time with 
their latest collection, A Story within a 
Story.  This prêt-à-porter line celebrates the 
pair’s love of travel with a 1940’s-inspired 
mélange of cultures and historical periods 
that they chose to irradiate with a 
spectacular selection of Preciosa Crystal 
Components.

[ RIMPLE & HARPREET NARULA ]

We have been 
using PRECIOSA 

components in our 
creations for quite 
some time now and 

their quality standards 
are truly international 

and par excellence. 
Their range is in tune 

with the changing 
times and the colour, 

shapes and cuts are 
truly amazing!

“
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I’ve been working 
with PRECIOSA 
for two years now 
and when I want to 
add that touch of 
sparkle, I wouldn’t 
turn anywhere else. 

[ RODRIGO ROSNER ]

Rodrigo Rosner is one of Brazil’s most 
popular and successful fashion designers 
today.  All of the major fashion events 
feature his collections, including 
Premiere Vision and Sao Paolo Fashion 
Week. In a country that loves its bling 
more than anything, PRECIOSA Crystal 
Components have sparkled on Rosner’s 
collections since 2011.
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Thai jewellery manufacturer Royi Sal creates 
elegant gold and silver jewellery for all ages 
– including hot and trendy crystal body art.  
The brand comes out with new designs and 
collections each month, keeping up with the 
latest international fashion trends.  In order  
to maintain its signature high quality in its 
crystal pieces, Royi Sal began cooperating  
with the PRECIOSA IN Label Program, using  
the premium MAXIMA product line.   

[ ROYI SAL CO. ]

“
    MAXIMA 

guarantees us the 
flawless appearance 

and highest quality - 
which is the essence 

of our brand. We 
know our customers 

are getting only 
the best!

“
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No stranger to Brazil’s Fashion Weeks, 
Samuel Cirnansck is known for his expertise 
in creating evening gowns and bridal 
fashion. With their breathtaking details and 
rich embroidery, Cirnansck designs have an 
unmistakeable silhouette and the designer 
is well-known for his lavish creations for 
Brazilian celebrities. Born in São Paulo, 
Cirnansk is one of the new generation 
of fashion talents. He seamlessly unites 
tradition with modernity, and romanticism 
with the contemporary.

After years of using 
PRECIOSA stones 

I decided to use 
iridescent crystals. 
I was charmed with 

the colours, sizes 
and shapes I found 

in their portfolio.

“
[ SAMUEL CIRNANSCK ]
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Why did you choose the fashion 
business and what led you to found the 
SORAPOL brand?

My connection to design and fashion stems from 
my childhood and from my parents. The first  
time I saw my mother’s Parisian garment book 
I knew I wanted to make clothes that would one 
day also be on the world stage of fashion. Working 
in the fashion industry was a must – it was 
a childhood dream. 

While studying at the London College of Fashion, 
I met living artist Daniel Lismore.  
We realized our visions were a perfect fit and saw 
an opportunity to create a new exciting fashion 
brand that reflects everything we believe fashion 
really to be. Our SORAPOL label is a relatively 
young brand that has had an impressive impact 
in a short period of time, which reflects the 
potential of its future.

What was that vision – and what is 
behind the SORAPOL brand?

The design style of the SORAPOL brand is 
sophistication, elegance, couture and power. This 
is evident in the great care with which our unique 
textiles, fabrics and embellishments are chosen 
and developed.  

But it is more than that. We are not just another 
exclusive haute couture label. 

We support Pioneers in Contemporary 
Fashion, a platform which allows the SORAPOL 
brand to have a stage to showcase its designs 
and where other new, innovative designers can 
build their own business. You see, we believe in 
not being mainstream, and our brand values 
of creating luxury fashion for the SORAPOL 
clientele reflect that. A lot of mainstream fashion 
design is very much corporate-controlled, from 
a money-making sense, and the true purpose of 
fashion is restricted.

Who do you design for?

The target group that we aim for varies from 
season to season and our garments can be worn by 
any age bracket. We create handcrafted  
investment pieces and the client I have in mind 
while designing is always a strong, empowered 
individual that isn’t afraid of showing who 
they are through fashion. SORAPOL’s clientele 
is definitely the self-confident individual who 
demands luxury couture bespoke pieces that have 
a strong emphasis on creative and innovative 
design. 

SORAPOL is the London-
based fashion label of 
Bangkok-born designer 
Sorapol Chawaphatnakul 
and British artist 
Daniel Lismore. For this 
two-part series, Preciosa 
arranged an interview 
with the busy Head 
Designer and co-founder, 
Sorapol Chawaphatnakul, 
in London.

[ SORAPOL ]

“

“

“
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[ SORAPOL ]
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“[ TUFI DUEK ]

Tufi Duek best represents the prestigious 
segment of the Brazilian fashion market.  
A member of the AMC Group, this label 
focuses on young women who have a 
strong personality and sense of themselves.  
Eduardo Pombal, the creative director 
and designer behind the Tufi Duek brand, 
partnered with Preciosa (Winter 2014-2015) in 
order to give a luxurious finish to the brand’s 
collection, which was inspired by the universe 
of Vikings and the language of rock’n’roll.

I design for 
strong but 

feminine women 
and crystal 

components 
from PRECIOSA 

deliver, finishing 
my pieces with 

luxury and 
elegance.
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Venexiana is an American ladies luxury 
eveningwear label known for its haute couture 
elegance and rock´n´roll flair.  The Venexiana 
brand focuses on seasonal collections of 
evening gowns, cocktail dresses and furs 
with each piece showing detailed tailoring 
and craftsmanship. Venexiana debuts each 
new season at New York Fashion Week with 
electrifying, punk rock-flavoured runway 
shows. Since 2014 Venexiana uses sparkling 
PRECIOSA Crystal Components.
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[ VERONIKA VIMPELOVÁ ]
Veronika Vimpelova, whose focus is on 
high-end fashion, is a rising star in the 
world of fashion.  She was selected as 
one of nine young designers to showcase 
their collections at EGO, Mercedez-Benz 
Fashion Week Madrid in February, 2014.  
Vimpelova loves to play with technical 
details, finishes, and patterns that she 
presents in a series of contradictions:  
heavy wool against soft silk; military 
coats with delicate elegant dresses; the 
traditional married with the ultra-modern; 
or muted conservative shades with bright 
sparkling PRECIOSA Crystal Components.

Being able to  
use PRECIOSA to 
bring my vision, a 
study of contrasts 

based on the 
history of the 

Czech Republic, 
to life was simply 

brilliant.

“
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[ VICTOR DZENK ]
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Victor Dzenk was born in Minas Gerais, a Brazilian 
State where fashion has a recognizable and original 
flavour. True to his roots, Dzenk’s creations have a 
unique aesthetic sense. Featured in Fashion Weeks 
in Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais, this designer is 
now the talk of the São Paulo Fashion Week catwalks. 
Dzek’s partnership with PRECIOSA started with his 
2015 Summer Collection, which was inspired by The 
Little Mermaid. The sparkling collection, generously 
embroidered with genuine PRECIOSA Crystal 
Components, was first presented in Rio de Janeiro.
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if you have a fashion design brand or manufacture  
for a fashion design brand

if you use 100% PRECIOSA Crystal Components  
in your designs

if you purchase directly from us or through one  
of our Authorized Distributors

 Ada Zanditon  www.adazanditon.com
 The Blonds Info@theblondsnewyork.com
 Bibhu Mohapatra www.bibhu.com
 DSI London dsi-london.com
 Ennyluap www.ennyluap.com
 Graciella Starling graciellastarling.com.br
 Jannie Baltzer janniebaltzer.com
 Jesper Høvring www.jesperhovring.com
 Jitka Klett www.jitkaklett.com
 Jorge Bishoff www.jorgebischoff.com.br
 Lino Villaventura linovillaventura.com.br
 Manish Arora www.manisharora.com
 Originals by Andrea  www.originalsbyandrea.com
 Rimple and Harpreet Narula www.rimpleandharpreetnarula.com
 Rodrigo Rosner rrosner.com
 Royi Sal www.royisal.com
 Samuel Cirnansck  www.samuelcirnansck.com.br
 Sorapol www.sorapol.co.uk
 Tufi Duek tufiduek.com.br
 Venexiana venexianaltd.com
 Veronika Vimpelová www.vimpelova.com
 Victor Dzenk victordzenk.com.br

You can use our 
PRECIOSA IN hang tag:

Become  
a PRECIOSA IN 
Label Partner!
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[ WWW.PRECIOSA.COM ]
FIND MORE INSPIRATION
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Preciosa a. s. 
Opletalova 3197
466 67  Jablonec nad Nisou
Czech Republic 

T +420 488 115 555
F +420 488 115 665
www.preciosa.com

PRECIOSA® is registered trademark.

Members of  the PRECIOSA Group:

PRECIOSA Crystal Components
PRECIOSA Lighting
PRECIOSA Cubic Zirconia & Gems
PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Beads
PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Glass
PRECIOSA Jewellery & Decoration
VINOLOK® by  PRECIOSA

Crystal Components 


